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State Language Center No. 1/24 

  

 Law “On the state language of the 

Kyrgyz Republic”, Decrees of the Government 

of the Kyrgyz Republic No. 958 of December 

28, 2004 and No. 15 of the Chui regional state 

administration of January 31, 2005 “On 

measures to create organizational, material and 

technical conditions for the production of the 

state language”. Razzakov "continues his work." 

The center is headed by Kulzhan Tatybekovna 

Edigeeva, specialist in the development of the 

national language of the branch.  





 

 

In order to develop the state language in this center, various 

reports on the state language are read and vigorously discussed 

among students, as well as quizzes on various topics on the 

birthdays of great poets and writers, educational conferences on 

their work on December 4 "Manas Day" (epos "Manas" - a quiz 

on the topic "Kyrgyz miner"). The students who took an active 

part in the events were awarded Certificates of Appreciation and 

Letters of Appreciation from the branch. 



Cabinet "Kyrgyz language and literature" No. 2/29 

Teaches in the class Edigeeva Kulzhan Tatybekovna, senior teacher of the classes 

"Kyrgyz language and literature" and "Manas studies". In order to interest students in 

the subjects "Kyrgyz language and literature" and "Manas studies", the teacher tries to 

use different teaching methods. The stand "Anniversary dates" in the office is timely 

updated in connection with the anniversaries of various poets and writers. "Let's talk in 

Kyrgyz!" The site content is updated every month. 



Cabinet "Kyrgyz language and literature" No. 2/29 



 Lecture hall with a capacity of 80 students, an 

interactive whiteboard with a personal computer connected 

to the Internet. 

                          Lecture hall №2/48 



Internet Programming Technologies Laboratory №2/35 



Laboratory Information Technology №1/43 

       

 Web cameras and 

headphones are connected to 

each computer. For 

presentations and screen 

sharing, a Samsung TV is 

available. There is an 

instruction on how to work in 

a computer class. 



Laboratory Information Technology №1/43  

      Area 45.9 m2. Conducted laboratory and practical classes for 

students of the direction "Control in technical systems". 



Lecture hall №1/7 

Lecture hall with a capacity of 45 people. Area 64.89 m2. In 

addition to lectures, this auditorium holds State graduate exams. 



Educational program in the direction 

670200 Operation of transport and technological machines and 

complexes 



Laboratory "Motor transport" No. 1/11 

The laboratory conducts laboratory and 

practical classes in the disciplines of the 

professional cycle: 

- Technical operation of TiTTMO (cars); 

- Electrical equipment TiTTMO (cars); 

- Hydraulic and pneumatic systems 

TiTTMO (cars) 

and etc. 



Laboratory "Motor transport" No. 1/11 



Laboratory "Motor transport" No. 1/11 



Laboratory "Motor transport" No. 1/11 



Laboratory "Motor transport" No. 
1/11 



Laboratory of Electrical Engineering No. 1/9 

In the laboratory "Electrical Engineering" classes are held in the 

disciplines of Electromagnetic transients in electric power 

systems, Electrical Engineering and Electrical Machines 



Laboratory Electrical Equipment No. 2/28 

The area of the laboratory is 57.96 m2, the capacity is 48 people. 

In the laboratory "Electrical Equipment" classes are held in the 

disciplines of Power supply systems and substations in SES, 

Power supply, Electrical networks of SES, etc. 



 

 
Cabinet 

2/30 

"Mathematics" 

Laboratory 2/45 "Chemistry" 

Laboratory 2/42 

«Life safety 

activities» 



Educational program in the direction 

630400 Oil and gas business 



Educational program in the specialty 

080403 Commodity research and examination of the quality of 

consumer goods 

Auditorium 2/41 where practical classes are held 

in the specialty Commodity research and 

examination of the quality of consumer goods 



Information and Library Center  1/13 

The book fund of the branch is about 15554 

copies in hard format and more than 1500 in 

electronic format. The library serves the teaching 

staff, staff, students. The library fund includes 

natural science, technical, socio-political, fiction, 

books on art, etc. 

The library has 6 computers, which contain 

electronic textbooks in all specialties of OSPO and 

directions of HPE. Library users can listen and view 

audio and video materials. 



Gym 

The gym has: table tennis rackets and plastic balls for 

table tennis. 

There is a table tennis rule stand. And also there are 

horizontal bars and mattresses for training. 

There is an agreement with the indoor pool of the IC 

"Manas" in the city of Kara-Balta located at the address of the 

street. Cosmonauts, 11; tel.: 0(3133)-33050, for certain physical 

education classes. 



           
         All premises of the branch are equipped with the 

necessary equipment and fully comply with their purpose. 

The branch is united by a local network with Internet 

access, WI-FI distributes high-speed Internet throughout the 

entire branch.  

Material and technical base of the Branch 


